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The Chevrolet small-block engine is a series of V8 automobile engines used in normal
production by the Chevrolet division of General Motors between and , using the same basic
engine block. Engineer Ed Cole is credited with leading the design for this engine. The
Generation II engine is largely an improved version of the Generation I, having many
interchangeable parts and dimensions. Later generation engines have only the rod bearings,
transmission-to-block bolt pattern and bore spacing in common with the Generation I and II
engines. Introduced as a performance engine in , the went on to be employed in both high- and
low-output variants across the entire Chevrolet product line. Over the years, every American
General Motors division except Saturn and Geo used it and its descendants in their vehicles. In
all, over ,, small-blocks have been built in carbureted and fuel injected forms since as of
November 29, The small-block family line was honored as one of the 10 Best Engines of the 20th
Century by automotive magazine Ward's AutoWorld. In February a Wisconsin businessman
reported that his Chevrolet C pickup had logged over 1 million miles without any major repairs
to its small block V8 engine. Source: The Flint Journal , February 17, It quickly gained popularity
among stock car racers, nicknamed the " Mighty Mouse ", for the then-popular cartoon
character, later abbreviated to "Mouse". The was adopted by other Chevrolets, replacing the
V8s. Installed in everything from station wagons to sports cars, in commercial vehicles, and
even in boats and in highly modified form airplanes, it is the most widely used small-block of all
time. Though not offered in GM vehicles since , the series is still in production at a GM
subsidiary in Springfield, MO under the company's "GM Genuine Parts" brand, and is also
manufactured as an industrial and marine engine by GM Powertrain under the " Vortec " name.
Of the three engines in this family, two of them, the and the , made automotive history. The first
of this family was the , introduced in Cole's design borrowed the valve train design scheduled
to be used at the time in the Pontiac V8. Internal GM rules at the time stated that once an
automotive division had introduced a technological innovation, no other GM division could use
it for a period of two years. The stud-mounted independent ball rocker arm design patented by
Pontiac engineer Clayton Leach, was scheduled for introduction in the Pontiac V8. GM forced
the Pontiac division to share its valvetrain design in Chevrolet's new V8 in , so that both
engines were introduced the same year with the same valve train design. The reason this
happened is that Buick division lobbied the corporation to hold back Pontiac's release because
it affected Buick's release of the new OHV Buick V8 engine. A shortcoming of the was its lack of
any provision for oil filtration built into the block, instead relying on an add-on filter mounted on
the thermostat housing, and that was an "option only". In spite of its novel green sand foundry
construction, the '55 block's lack of adequate oil filtration leaves it typically only desirable to
period collectors. The first motors used the stock blocks. However, the overbore to these
blocks resulted in thin cylinder walls. Future blocks were recast to accept the 3. This was the
third U. Besides being available in the Chevrolet line, it was optional in Checker Taxis beginning
in All s had large 2. Pistons used with the share the same pin height as the but retaining the s
bore size prior to it was possible to stroke a into a where aftermarket pistons had to be used. All
engines in this family share the same block dimensions and sometimes even the same casting
number; the latter meaning engines were of the same block, but with different strokes e. This
engine family was updated in for the use of 2. The first engine in this family was the small
journal in and the last being s medium journal in pickup trucks and commercial vehicles. The
used the same nodular cast-iron crankshaft as the , with a forged steel crank that was also
produced. DZ Its solid-lifter cam, known as the " Duntov" cam named after its 0. It used the '' 2.
Unlike the Corvette, the exhaust manifolds were the more restrictive rear outlet 'log' design to
clear the Camaro chassis's front cross-member. It had a chrome oil filler tube in the front of the
intake manifold next to the thermostat housing from to The first year had unique chrome valve
covers with Chevrolet stamped into them without an engine displacement decal pad. A
'divorced' exhaust crossover port heated well-choke thermostat coil was used to provide
cleaner and faster engine warm-up. Its single-point distributor had an ignition point cam
designed to reduce point bounce at high rpm along with a vacuum diaphragm to advance
ignition timing at idle and part- throttle for economy and emissions. Pulleys for the balancer,
alternator , water- pump , as well as optional power steering , were deep- groove to retain the
drive belt s at high rpm. In , the shared the finned cast aluminium valve covers with the LT-1
Corvette engine. It was available only as off-road service parts purchased over the Chevrolet
dealership parts counter. Chevrolet went so far as to carry the positive crankcase ventilation
system PCV over to the cross-ram induction system to retain emissions compliance mandated
for US-produced cars beginning in , that also provided full-throttle crankcase pressure venting
to the intake air to burn its vapors. Another popular service-parts-only component used on the
was the magnetic-pulse Delco transistor - ignition ball bearing distributor. It eliminated the
production breaker-point ignition allowing greater spark energy and more stable ignition timing

at all engine speeds including idle. This was one of the least talked about yet most
transformative and comprehensive performance and durability upgrades of its time. Many of the
s off-road service parts were the development work of racers like Roger Penske. Every part in a
SCCA Trans-Am engine had to be available through local Chevrolet parts departments to
encourage their use by anyone who wanted them. The engine was also popular in Formula
racing around the world, especially in Australia and New Zealand where it proved more powerful
than the Repco -Holden V8. Reminiscing about the series, mids Australian F driver Bruce
Allison said, "We never used first gear at the start. We started in second, and even then there
was so much torque , you'd get wheelspin through third and fourth gears. The exact
displacement is This block is one of three displacements that underwent a major change in
when the main journal size was increased from 2. In Chevrolet released the now-legendary L ,
which was nothing more than an L In , Checker began offering the as an option. The was fitted
in the English Gordon-Keeble. It was also installed in many Isos , until when General Motors
started demanding cash in advance and the Italian manufacturer switched to the Ford Cleveland
V8. The car had modified suspension just before release to also be used in local Series
Production racing Australian Group E. It was a lower compression version of the engine first
used on the HK GTS, and was dressed as a engine sporting all parts. One year later it was made
available in the Chevrolet Nova , and finally in the rest of the Chevrolet line could be ordered
with a As had been the case with earlier versions of the small-block, the was available in the
Beaumont sold by Pontiac Canada, which unlike its US counterparts, used Chevrolet chassis
and drivelines. The L46 became an optional engine for the Chevrolet Corvette. Compression
ratio was The compression ratio of the L48 was lowered to 8. This is indicated by the fifth digit
in the VIN being a K. The L48 engine was exported to Australia, where it appeared in the Holden
Monaro from through , and in the Statesman from through The L48 V8 was the standard engine
in the â€” Chevrolet Corvette. It was basically the 2bbl version of the L48 It was produced until
the model year. Throughout its lifespan, it used mechanical ignition points, electronic, or
computer-controlled spark system, and conventional or feedback carburetors. The LM1 was
superseded by the L05 powerplant after Post blocks possibly had a lower nickel content but
thicker cylinder deck, and post heads of the small block Chevrolet used less iron, and were
lighter weight, crack-prone, and were less powerful because of the lower compression ratios
used. It used solid lifters, Redline was 6, rpm but power fell off significantly past 6, rpm. The â€”
L82 was a "performance" version of the that still used the casting number 76cc chamber "2. Its
cast-aluminum LT-1 valvecovers were painted crinkle-black contrasting with the aluminum
manifold and distributor housing. The L81 was the only 5. A version using a closed-loop
carburetor was used with the California emissions package in its final years. Most of the small
block engines in this timeframe were built at either the Flint engine plant in south Flint,
Michigan or at St. Catharines, Ontario. The Flint plant was producing about 5, engines per day in
the mids, and had a slower, separate line for the TPI engines used in the Camaro and Corvette.
Source: Chevrolet Truck Data Book. Years: [14]. The LT-9 served as GM's truck-based heavy
emissions [15] variant of the 5. Since GM did not assign a model year to production Corvettes,
there was no L83 for The L83 added "Cross-Fire" fuel injection twin throttle-body fuel injection.
The new L98 added tuned-port fuel injection "TPI", which was standard on all â€” Corvettes.
Aluminum cylinder heads Corvette only were released part way through the model run, modified
for with D-ports, and continued through the end of L98 Corvette production in still used on ZZx
crate engines until when the ZZ6 received the fast burn heads. Compression was up again in to
9. The L05 was also used in the G van models and the P30 step vans. Additionally, the L05 was
used in 9C1-optioned police package Caprices, and in the following vehicles:. L05s were used
primarily with casting number 64cc combustion chambers cylinder heads with swirled intake
ports - the intake ports were designed for fuel economy the design was also shared with the
heads used on the 4. The swirl ports known to GM as a vortex chamber along with the irregular
shape of the combustion chambers limit the airflow and horsepower output where they did not
provide a fast burn, later phased in with the Vortec heads. A majority of the L05s used with the
trucks and vans had conventional flat tappet camshafts, while the Caprice 9C1 â€”93 had a
roller cam. A single belt serpentine belt accessory drive was introduced on the L05, the 5. In mid
the L05 was equipped with heads used in the G In February , a Wisconsin businessman
reported that his Chevrolet C pickup had logged over 1 million miles without any major repairs
to its L05 engine. Source: The Flint Journal , February 17, The article also mentioned that the
Flint engine plant that built the engine, had produced 45 million engines in its year history,
before closing in It is Chevrolet's last production Generation I small-block. The cylinder heads
feature combustion chambers and intake ports very similar to those of the LT1 V8, but lacking
the LT1's reverse-flow cooling and higher compression. As such, the L31 head is compatible
with all older small-blocks, and is a very popular upgrade. It offers the airflow of more expensive

heads, at a much lower cost. It does, however, require a specific intake manifold A 5.
Chevrolet's L31 was replaced by GM's 5. It is still [ when? Volvo Penta and Mercury Marine also
still produce the L The "Marine" intake, despite its cast iron construction, is an L31 upgrade that
allows use of common Bosch-style injectors with various flow rates while still maintaining
emission compliance. It has a 4. The differed from other small blocks in that the cylinders were
siamesed and therefore required 'steam' holes in the block, head gaskets , and heads to help
alleviate 'hot-spots' in the cooling system at the point above the siamesed cylinders.
Overheating and damage are likely if head gaskets or heads without 'steam' holes are used on a
block. The is the only engine that uses a 2. The connecting rod was also specific being 5. The
was made in 4-bolt main journal from to and in 2-bolt main journal from to The can have either 2
or 3 freeze-plugs per side though all blocks have the provisions for a 3rd freeze-plug on each
side. The engine was available in midsize A-Body and full-size B-Body passenger cars until the
end of the model year. All s came with a two-barrel carburetor until A four-barrel carburetor
option became available in It was also used for the limited production Avanti for a few years in
the s. The was replaced by the for the model year. This was Chevrolet's second 4. Designed and
built during the era of the gas embargo, CAFE mandates, and tighter emissions, this engine
family was designed to become Chevrolet's cost-effective, all-purpose "economy V8" engine
line. It was intended to fill the gap where the venerable and had been. Bore and stroke were 3.
This new engine family would provide better gas economy than the , share its basic architecture
and many parts with the thus reducing production costs , and provide customers with more
horsepower and torque than Chevrolet's s-era inline 6 and V6 engines. During the early s, when
GM was streamlining their engine lineups, the Chevrolet would rise to prominence as General
Motors' "corporate" engine, signified by being the standard and often only V8 in many GM
vehicles. Through much of the 80's, the became General Motors' most common V8, followed
closely by Oldsmobile's Crankshafts used with the had the same casting number as the with
one discernible difference - the crank is lighter in weight to compensate for engine balancing.
As a result, the counterweights are smaller, which makes it unsuitable for use in a where metal
would have to be welded back on. The Chevrolet is a reliable, fuel efficient V8, easily capable of
, miles, if maintained. From onward into the early s, these engines were prone to wearing out
their camshaft lobes prematurely due to a combination of improper manufacturing and poor
quality controls a result of GM cost-cutting measures. The is sometimes dismissed in
performance circles because of its lackluster performance, small bore size, and difficulty
flowing large volumes of air at high rpms. However, two variants of the to were notable
performers: the to L69 High Output 5. After , its usage was limited to light trucks and SUVs until
the model year while vans and commercial vehicles continued until The was sold as a crate
motor under the Mr. Goodwrench brand as a replacement motor and as a boat engine for
Mercury Marine until late when it was discontinued. The first iteration of the , the LG3 was
introduced in This variant used a Rochester 2GC carburetor from to All years had an 8. It was
discontinued in Introduced in , the LG4 was essentially an LG3 with the addition of a 4-bbl
carburetor and larger valves. The engine saw a series of gradual improvements, increasing
reliability, mpg, and power output through its production run. In the ignition system, CCC was
fully responsible for the timing curve; mechanical and vacuum advances were eliminated from
the distributor. The more precise spark timing provided by the CCC made possible a series of
increases in compression ratio from a pre-CCC 8. In , Chevrolet replaced the cast-iron intake
with an aluminum version and used either "" or "" heads with 1. For , the 4-valve-relief, flat top
pistons from the L69 were added to the LG4, which resulted in another increase in compression.
Also added was a knock sensor to allow the "CCC" engine management system to compensate
for the increase in compression and a more aggressive spark-timing map in the ECM. For ,
Chevrolet changed over to a one-piece rear main seal engine block design to minimize leaks
and warranty claims; however, some early blocks retained a two-piece rear main seal. For ,
Chevrolet once again made some revisions to increase overall reliability, many of them
borrowed from the TBI L03 , which was to replace the LG4. The coil-in-cap HEI distributor was
retired, and an all-new electronic distributor design was used. The intake manifold to head bolt
pattern was redesigned to improve gasket integrity - four of the center intake manifold bolts
were drilled at 72 degrees instead of 90 degrees for the cast iron cylinder heads. Changes to the
valve covers were also made. Ribbing was added to the top of the valve covers to increase
surface area, acting as a heat sink. To improve intake gasket sealing, the mounting bolts were
relocated to the valve cover centerline, placing all sealing pressure evenly upon the mounting
flange perimeter. Thus, these became known as centerbolt valve covers, first introduced in on
the LB4 4. Some early engines have lifter retainer provisions, but use the older, non-roller
camshaft. Unlike, the original '69 version, Chevrolet did not place it in the trunk for owners to
install. Fuel was supplied by the two TBI units, set diagonally apart from each other, atop the

unique, aluminum intake manifold. Unfortunately, the system was placed atop the basic LG4
and lacked any significant performance capability. A cubic inch version was also used in the
Corvette from to Since it was fairly early into GM's electronic engine management development
and electronic fuel injection programs, few dealerships had the technology, equipment, or
properly trained mechanics capable of dealing with these engines. In a very short time, these
engines obtained the notorious nickname; "Ceasefire Engine". Thanks mostly to a somewhat
cult-like following, a number of aftermarket performance parts are also available through
Crossfire-specialized manufacturers. The L69 High Output 5. The L69 features a compression
ratio of 9. Additionally, the engines came equipped with a functional cold air induction hood on
the Trans Am, a dual snorkel air cleaner assembly on the Camaro Z28 and IROC-Z and Trans
Am, a large, single snorkel on the Monte Carlo SS also, rare optional dual snorkel in , an
aluminum intake manifold, high stall torque converter on the Monte Carlo SS and F-bodies, or a
lightweight flywheel on T-5 equipped F-bodies. The LE9 5. At its core was the stout L69
shortblock and it used the same aggressive L69 camshaft profile. The induction system was
unlike any system used previously by GM. It featured a large plenum made of cast aluminum,
with individual runners made of tubular aluminum, feeding air to each cylinder. And each
cylinder had its own fuel injector fed by a fuel rail mounted above each bank. This engine used
the TBI throttle-body fuel injection. The LB4 4. The L03 used hydraulic roller lifters, which
allowed it to recover some of the lost horsepower from its factory design, while further
increasing efficiency reduced rotational drag. Despite downfalls in its aspiration restrictions,
the L03 had one thing going for it: reliability F-bodies that carry the L03 did not use a rev limiter.
They used dished pistons with a 9. The L03 TBI featured a 3. Performance junkies would bore
these engines to 3. However it is advised not to overbore these blocks more than 30
thousandths, as the cylinder wall thickness is dangerously decreased beyond that point. The
Vortec L30 is a V8 truck engine. Displacement is 5, cc, The compression ratio is 9. It was
replaced by the 4. The engine uses a hydraulic roller cam and high flowing, fast burn style
vortec heads. Differences include bore and stroke, intake valve size, and smaller combustion
chambers. L30 applications:. The 4. After , electronic feedback carburetion was used on the The
also saw use in to Checker Marathons. While similar in displacement to the other 4. Power
output would drop in subsequent years of the engine. The original design of the small block
remained remarkably unchanged for its production run, which began in and ended, in
passenger vehicles, in The engine is still being built today for many aftermarket applications,
both to replace worn-out older engines and also by many builders as high-performance
applications. The principal changes to it over the years include:. A significant improvement over
the original Generation I V8 is the Generation II LT1's "reverse cooling" system, allowing
coolant to start at the heads and flow down through the block. This keeps the heads cooler,
affording greater power through a higher compression ratio and greater spark advance at the
same time it maintains higher and more consistent cylinder temperatures. Some parts from the
Generation II are interchangeable with the Generation I one-piece rear main seal engine. The
LT1 uses a new engine block, cylinder head, timing cover, water pump, intake manifold and
accessory brackets. Engine mounts and bell housing bolt pattern remain the same, permitting a
newer engine to be readily swapped into an older vehicle. It displaced 5. The LT1 used a
reverse-flow cooling system which cooled the cylinder heads first, maintaining lower
combustion chamber temperatures and allowing the engine to run at a higher compression than
its immediate predecessors. There were a few different versions of the LT1. All feature a cast
iron block, with aluminum heads in the Y and F bodies, and cast iron heads in the B and D
bodies. Corvette blocks had four-bolt main caps, while most other blocks were two-bolt main
caps. Block castings remained the same between 2 and 4 bolt mains. In 94 the LT1 switched to a
mass airflow sensor and sequential port injection. A new, more capable computer controlled the
transmission as well as the engine and got a new name: Powertrain Control Module PCM. The
early Optispark distributor had durability problems, and a revised version was introduced on
the B-Bodies and on the Y and F-Bodies. Changes include a vacuum port to draw filtered air
through the distributor to remove moisture and ozone and a revised drive system which uses an
extended dowel pin on the camshaft rather than a separate splined shaft in the camshaft gear. A
port can be drilled into the early distributor base, and the later cap can be installed to add
venting to the early distributor. The LT4 was the special high-performance version of the
new-generation LT1. It featured a slightly more aggressive camshaft profile, 1. It was introduced
in the model year, for the last year of the C4 Corvette, and came standard on all manual
transmission ZF 6-speed equipped C4 Corvettes. All production engines for the Firehawks and
sSS were completely disassembled, balanced, blueprinted and honed with stress plates. One in
5 engines was tested on a Superflow engine dyno. Engineered in the UK but produced and
assembled in Stillwater Oklahoma by specialty engine builder Mercury Marine , the all-aluminum

LT5 shared only the 4. It does not have reverse cooling and is generally not considered a small
block Chevrolet. Used only in Corvettes, [26] the LT5 was the work of a team headed by Design
manager David Whitehead, and was hand built by one headed project engineer Terry D. A
second generation of the LT5 was in the testing phase as early as What little information
survived showed that it would have used a dual plenum system similar to the first generation
Dodge Viper as well as variable valve timing. Unfortunately, the cost to produce the LT5 along
with its weight, dimensions would not fit the C5 pilot cars without extensive modifications and
internal GM politics over using an engine that was not designed and built in house killed the
LT5 after six years of production. GM canceled the ZR-1 option beginning model year Engines
that were to be installed in the as yet unbuilt ZR-1's were sealed and crated for long-term
storage. After they were built at the Mercruiser plant in Stillwater, Oklahoma they were shipped
to Bowling Green, Kentucky and stored in the Corvette assembly plant until the and ZR-1s went
down the assembly line. A total of 6, cars were produced. Despite being discontinued, a new
class of premium V8s for Cadillac and eventually Oldsmobile, the dual overhead cam V8
Northstar and its derivatives, drew heavily from the LT5's design and lessons learned from its
production. The pistons used in the 4. The L99 featured updated Generation II block
architecture, and is externally identical to the larger 5. Like the LT1, it features sequential fuel
injection , reverse-flow cooling with a cam-driven water pump, and an optical ignition pickup.
The L99 4. The L99's smaller displacement provided slightly better EPA fuel economy than the
5. See Oldsmobile Diesel engine for more information. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Aluminum , Cast iron. Pushrod , 1. Generation III. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Chevrolet small-block engines. Everywhere we look, guys are running around in rat rods and
straight-axle nosebleeders motivated by leftover small-blocks stacked with tunnel-rams, zoomie
headers, and other conglomerations of seemingly mismatched speed parts, all in the cause of
sights and sounds. But how much does all that stuff really hurt performance? Or does it matter?
We decided to find out. Key to that decision was our hypothesis that we could build the engine
in a snap, just like any guy in any garage or carport. Speed was key. You're holding one of
those issues of the mag where everything fell apart in the face of freakishly wet SoCal weather
and deathbed-level flu for a couple of staffers. We needed to replace some of our planned
stories in a jiffy. We pulled this off, but not without some tribulations thatâ€”let's face itâ€”you'll
probably live through, too. It was purchased about 16 years ago, when it was just a youth, from
a wrecking yard because we thought we were going to do a smog-legal engine swap. No
surprise, that never transpired, and the thing has been collecting dust ever since.
Facebook-lurking HRM readers followed what happened during our five-evening adventure.

Step one: tear off all the offensive throttle-body-injection junk so we were left with a bare
long-block. The '91 mill was not perfect for a retro-looking buildup, but guys with engines like
this are never hung up with era correctness, anyway. Glaring non-'60s stuff includes a
one-piece rear-main seal no one sees it , a wrong-side dipstick tube no one notices , and a
mechanical-fuel-pump boss that's cast into the block but not drilled for action. The cylinder
heads offer some pains, too, including modern center-bolt valve covers and a nontraditional
intake manifold bolt pattern with the center two bolts on each bank being tipped at an unnatural
angle. We figured we could overcome that by attacking our manifold with some handheld
implement of hogging, and the center-bolt covers can be corrected with adapters. Wrong and
Wronger The TBI mill was not the coolest option, but likely the cheapest and most readily
available in good shape in junkyards these days. The challenge: to polish this turd into an
eye-catcher. We raided the paint department at Pep Boys and test-squirted colors onto our
spare parts. Dupli-Color makes good stuff, starting with regular engine paints in a range of
colors and ending with the neato Metal Specks line of heavy metallics. Yeah, we painted it white.
Guys did that on some '60s show cars, and we were here to be risk takers. Unbeknownst to us,
there's a seething mass of readers clamoring for funky white engines. OK, that's a generous
takeâ€”but we were shocked by the number of online followers who really dug it. We regret
failing to heed Joshua Cripps' suggestion to photograph it under black light. We painted them
metallic black, and then blue, before settling on red, all the while dodging rain and hoping the
paint would stick in highdegree weather. Freeze-belt readers mocked us for the concern. Casey
Thibeault quipped, "That's what the living room is for. Two guys said they like to put a trash bag
over the engine, then blow into it with a hair dryer to warm it. That sounded a lot like melted
trash bag to us. The Buildup There was no horsepower goal. We just wanted the to run right and
sound cool. Therefore, we used a Comp Cams Thumpr 'stick. We rolled our eyes when the
Thumpr line was first introduced, since it was intended less for performance and more for a
burger-stand-hero lope thanks to big exhaust duration and lots of overlap. Turns out the
Thumprs have been a big hit, and for this engine, the cam not only sounded right but also had
specs that were fitting for the weak The stock pushrod length and OE guided rockers had good
geometry with the cam. However, the intake lift was on the brink of disaster due to lack of
clearance between the valvespring retainers and the valveguides. We could have solved that
with a little butchery and felt OK about it, but it was another strike against the heads that were
aggressively subpar to begin with. Having posed our dilemma to the readership, we were
accused of pulling the ol' magazine guy, "we happened to have Brodix aluminum heads sitting
around" trick. That would have been bogus for our price list and a waste of good parts on a
quickie engine. Instead, we blazed through Craigslist ads and found the perfect solution: used
World Products SR Torquer iron, cc heads already loaded with the right valvesprings. They
solved the lift problem and eliminated the need for valve cover adapters and molesting the
intake boltholes. They're also maybe 20 hp better than the stock wheezers. Our bone stock L05
engine had the pistons 0. The stock heads had 65cc chambers; the SR Torquers were 67 cc. We
saved some compression and made a marginal improvement to the quench by using 0. Those
are old school, cheap, and good for 9. Hold Your Horses We entered the dyno test with a
best-case intake and exhaust combo: an Edelbrock Air-Gap dual-plane with a Holley HP carb,
and exhaust shooting through under-chassis headers with 1 inch tubes, 3-inch collectors, and
inch collector extensions. Hooked up to Westech's SuperFlow dyno, the glowing Marshmallow
Mouse looked like a new pair of sneakers. They got stepped on quickly, as we apparently have
no clue how to seal the back of an intake manifold. During cam break-in, we got enough oil on
the headers to start a fire. Our pearly white was now slightly singed and streaked with yellow oil
stains. At least we got that out of the way early. Final answer: hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at
4, rpm. We asked readers to guess the power with this setup. The lowest entry was hp and the
highest was a glue-sniffing Jim Brenner was closest with the power numbers, estimating hp at
5, and lb-ft at 3, Tunnel-Ram The moment we were all waiting for: a Weiand tunnel-ram and twin
Holleys. This is the de facto setup for countless rods these days, and you can hardly walk
through a swap meet without stubbing a toe on the stuff. You can also get it all new as a Pro
Pack kit from Summit Racing that includes the manifold, two carbs, and the linkage. What
separates our induction from the norm is a pair of unusual, cfm Holley four-barrels instead of
the standard cfm, type vacuum secondaries. The s are weird because they have mechanical
secondaries but they are not double-pumpers; they have no secondary accelerator pumps. They
also have metering blocks up front only, not in the back. These carbs are kinda cool for a tame
engine like ours because they are small for snappy response, and the engine does not need
four squirters shooting fuel every time you mash the throttle, so two are enough. The downside
is that the carbs have a limited range of fuel-curve tuning and probably should not be used on
anything wilder than, say, hp. But they also don't have the vacuum secondaries that can be

rough to get working properly on a deal like this. Incidentally, the tunnel-ram kits are sold for
big-block Chevys, big- and small-block Fords, C Fords, and big- and small-block Mopars. But
will it run? Popular consensus said no such as, "Dude, that's overkill. That engine can't handle
a tunnel-ram," per Bob Bator. The dyno said yes. Past experience had us presuming that the
tunnel-ram would improve the entire power curve. Instead, it was unaffected below 4, rpm,
which is where the tunnel-ram pulled away on its climb to a new peak power number of at 5,, a
minor gain of 12 hp. Torque remained virtually unchanged at at 4, But you don't drive a dyno.
We can tell you that the engine fired up instantly, just as it did with the Air-Gap though cold
starts can be time killers with a tunnel-ram. It also idled at rpm and Barking the throttle straight
to wide open provided only a very slight hesitation, easily solved with bigger squirters. In the
type of 2,pound cars that engines like this wind up in, we can't imagine why you could not drive
it anywhere and make plenty of tire smoke. Cherry Bombs How can you do a retro test without
the ultimate '60s muffler? Cherry Bomb glasspacks are classics, and they now have the red
coating sorted out so they don't turn pink under heat. There are many diameters and lengths of
these mufflers in the line, but we used the inchers that bolt to the header flanges PN We kinda
wish we had also had the side-pipelength ones. With the Bombs, power only fell by 2 to 7
numbers, depending on where you looked in the curve. No big loss. We can't say the engine
was a whole lot quieter, but that alone seems to be the pointâ€”it had more burble. If we were
excited to try the tunnel-ram, then we were virtually hysterical over the zoomie headers. Not
familiar with the term? Zoomies are like dragster or Funny Car headers, with four individual
tubes per side and no collectors. They look cool and sound radical, but they're not known for
working magic on low-po engines. We had to find out just how badly they'd hurt performance.
We know Sanderson as a maker of really nice, well-fitting, street rod and muscle car headers
with a number of block-hugger and long-tube applications, including many for oddball engines.
No surprise that the company also has two styles of zoomies upswept and downswept as well
as various designs of lakester and Limefire headers that are popular for retro rods. We asked
Sanderson to send us a set of the very basic, uncoated Chopsters with an extreme upward rake.
They looked sooooo bitchin'! We were bouncing off the walls when we first fired the with the
zoomies and they shot fire and sparks out of every tube for a few minutes. Sadly, that stopped
when the welding slag was burned out. Dang it. We were like little children trying to retard
timing and fatten up the carbs to make more fire. No success. But you have to go see our video
and check out the sparks. On the real tune-up, as expected, we still lost 10 to 20 hp most places
in the curve even though the peak horsepower was not badly affected. The new peaks were
reduced to at 5, and lb-ft at 3, Like you'd notice. Besides, what's horsepower really matter when
chicks are diggin' you? See and Hear This Engine on Video Now Throughout our dyno test we
were shooting video and audio so you can hear our Rat at idle and at full scream in three
combinations: with open headers, with Cherry Bombs, and with the zoomies. What's the Price
of Glory? The list here shows the price to replicate our final configuration of the engine with the
tunnel-ram and the zoomies. Close Ad. David Freiburger writer. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. What's the single most important component of any engine buildup? Before you start
listing off all the various power-producing engine components, know that the answer resides
not underhood, but in your wallet. More than anything else, cost is what ultimately determines
the eventual output of any combination. Were cost no object, we'd all be running around with
our engine bays stuffed to the firewall with all manner of blown mountain motors, twin-turbo
strokers, or maybe even a used NASCAR motor, just for kicks. Unfortunately, cost is a major
obstacle and not only is the average enthusiast looking for performance, but performance on a
budget. This is doubly true in these uncertain economic times, as bucks for a buildup are even
harder to come by. Second only to cost should be application, as an honest appraisal of the
power goal and intended usage is critical for proper component selection. The question of how
much power is required should be answered more appropriately than the usual, "as much as
possible. Obviously we were in the mood for a small-block Chevy buildup, but before getting
started, we had to define both the build budget and the proposed power output. With available
crate motors scattered throughout the Internet, picking a combination that offered an
acceptable power curve was just a mouse click away. Unfortunately, picking and paying for said
combination were two different stories, especially since we decided that the buildup would
cover not just power upgrades to an existing combination, but the entire engine assembly. It
might be true that many classic truck owners already have some sort of small-block just
begging to be built, but covering an entire assembly aids both current and future small-block
owners. While we might expect to pay that for a single set of cylinder heads, we discovered
sources that allowed us to purchase not only heads, cam, and intake, but a complete
small-block to go with them. Where on earth you ask can you find deals like this? The answer
starts off in your local wrecking yard, as small-block Chevy motors are literally a dime a dozen.

A little recon through the neighborhood wrecking yards should reveal more small-block Chevys
than any other American or import V Given the sheer production numbers, this is hardly
surprising, but the icing on the cake is that having this many to choose from means you can
almost always find something in ready-to-run condition. Obviously a little detective work is
required on your part, meaning checking spark plugs, oil, coolant, and even popping a couple of
valve covers or oil pans to determine the internal condition. Pulling all of the plugs will allow
you to rotate the motor, if it spins easy chances are the bearings are in good shape. Look for
signs of abuse and neglect and don't just grab the first one you come to. After all, in addition to
the purchase price, you are going to put some sweat equity into the removal of the motor so
take your time and choose wisely. Being savvy bone yarders, we took full advantage of an
upcoming sale weekend, where everything was 50 percent off, including complete engines.
Though, we would not need most of the components on the engine dyno, our complete motor
included everything from oil pan to air cleaner and fan to flywheel or flexplate. If you look
around, hidden treasures abound. During our many trips to the yards, we located a set of
long-tube headers on a fullsize truck, an Edelbrock Performer intake manifold, and matching
carb on of all things a van, and more than a few open element air cleaners. These were long
gone by the time sale weekend rolled around, but we did manage to find a Holley
double-pumper carb on a big-block Ford truck. Along with the carb, we secured new ish plugs,
wires, and a recently rebuilt HEI distributor. Since all of these components are included in the
price of your purchase, why not optimize your motor before stepping up to the cashier? We also
made sure that all of the small pieces were present and accounted for, including distributor
hold-down, timing pointer, and all of the necessary hardware including a missing damper bolt.
Everyone talks horsepower, but impressive acceleration comes from torque. Since we were
building what amounted to a street motor destined for daily driving, we decided to concentrate
not on peak power but rather on torque production. Having hp is all well and good, but since
that power peak comes high in the rev range, it is all but useless in the real world. The vast
majority of daily driving, even spirited acceleration, comes in the lower rev ranges. A motor that
requires running through the gears at maximum rpm is detrimental to both fuel economy and
your license, to say nothing of the life expectancy of the motor itself. Stepping on the gas and
feeling the instant gratification that only torque can bring is something that can be enjoyed
every time you're behind the wheel. With that in mind, we decided a reasonable goal for our
low-buck truck small-block would be lb-ft of torque. In fact, we were hoping to not only reach
the lb-ft mark, but exceed it over a broad rpm range. The desire for a fat torque curve in lieu of a
peaky powerplant obviously helped dictate our choice of performance components. Sure, we
could use eBay and buy some used components, but we decided that the important parts, the
ones that all but determine the eventual power curve of the engine meaning heads, cam, and
intake would be new. Wanting aluminum heads, we did a search online and ran across
small-block Chevy heads from Procomp. Offered in aluminum or cast iron, as-cast or with
complete CNC porting, our quest for affordable torque led us to a set of cc as-cast, aluminum
heads. The Procomp aluminum heads offered our ideal combination of exceptional flow
numbers and competitive pricing. The Procomp heads featured cc intake ports, 70cc exhaust
ports and a 2. The big news was, of course, the aluminum construction less weight than our
iron factory heads and the significant increase in port flow, not to mention an increase in
compression ratio thanks to the 64cc chambers compared to 73cc for our heads. Where the
stock GM heads struggled to exceed cfm, the Procomp heads flowed nearly cfm on the intake
and cfm on the exhaust side. With enough head flow, our low-buck truck small-block now
required cam timing, an intake manifold, and a few other minor accessories. Keeping torque
foremost in mind, we elected to go with a very streetable and affordable cam profile from
Summit Racing. The kit included the hydraulic flat-tappet performance cam our junkyard motor
was an early non-roller that offered a. The kit also included a new set of lifters never reuse old
flat-tappet lifers unless they are matched to the original cam. For induction chores, we
combined our junkyard Holley with a dual-plane intake also from Procomp. For street use, the
dual-plane should always be considered over the racy single-plane design. Procomp also
supplied a complete gasket set, a set of roller tip rockers, and cast-aluminum valve covers.
Rather than simply reassembling the motor with the performance components, we decided to
add a little something to the story by running not one but three different engine configurations.
The pricing total only reflects the amount required to reach the final configuration, the others
were run to illustrate what is possible with even less expenditure. Naturally we needed to first
establish a baseline by running the motor in stock configuration. Before running our wrecking
yard wonder, we removed the heads and had them sent out for a valve job and surfacing. If you
plan on taking this route, figure spending a few extra bucks on valvesprings, as our
high-mileage stockers limited the engine speed to just 5, rpm before experiencing valve float.

Removing the heads gave us the opportunity to take a peak inside the cylinders. We chose
wisely, as the crosshatch was still dimly present and everything appeared to be in good working
condition. A subsequent leak down and compression test revealed our test motor was well
sealed and ready for action. Priming the motor with an electric drill revealed over 50 psi of oil
pressure, so things were definitely looking good. The final combination is the one we really
came to test as it included the Procomp aluminum heads, an even bigger but still very
streetable Summit cam and an induction upgrade that included a Procomp dual-plane intake
and our junkyard Holley carb. The Procomp heads offered significantly more airflow than even
our ported heads as well as additional static compression thanks to the 64cc combustion
chambers. The aluminum heads were installed with a set of new Procomp gaskets, and we also
added the roller tip rockers and new hardened pushrods. This figure is even more impressive
since the pumped out hp at 5, rpm and more importantly lb-ft of torque at just 3, rpm. Torque
production exceeded the magic lb-ft from 2, rpm all the way to 5, rpm, making for one seriously
productive torque curve. Despite the more aggressive cam timing, this combination improved
torque production over the previous two throughout the rev range down as low as 2, rpm. Is a
hp small-block revolutionary? Close Ad. Richard Holdener writer. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. This cylinder head is not a performance oriented cylinder head. It is classified as a high
swirl head that was intended for good bottom end torque and fuel economy. The intake runner
is restrictive because it has a ramp cast into the bottom of the bowl to promote high swirl. We
do not recommend attempting to run this engine in a carbureted application because of the lack
of a fuel pump provision. Special intake manifold is required. Click Here to view or download
warranty form. Orders may take longer than usual to process due to manufacturers having
issues receiving and shipping parts. If you need to know if a part is in stock, please call prior to
placing your order. We are doing everything within our control to ship orders as soon as
possible. Please contact us to confirm correct vehicle fitment and usage. SKU: Tell a Friend.
These springs are good for. Application List Universal. Package Dimensions: W Shipping Note:
This item will require a special quote for shipping charges. You must login to post a review. May
We Suggest. Need Assistance? Have a Question Email us and we'll get back to you within 24
hours. Password Forgot Password? FAQ Check out popular questions. Contact Us We'll reply
within 24 hours. New Customer Forgot Password. The great thing about owning a Gen I
small-block Chevy is since they were built in such vast numbers, the level of aftermarket
support is almost overwhelming. Compared to their blue-oval counterparts, finding performance
parts for your small-block is like taking a trip down Easy Street. With so much to choose from,
the difficulty is often less about finding parts than deciding among all the great possibilities.
The key to a successful trip down Easy Street is having a game plan. Having a goal is every bit
as important as what you choose to achieve that goal. You see, intersections abound on Easy
Street and the temptation is often overwhelming to meander left down Big-Block Boulevard or
right down Tunnel Ram Terrace. The best route down Easy Street is to decide on the
destination, plug the coordinates into your GPS, and follow the little blue dot. Deviate from the
course and you'll may be asked to make a U-turn. For this build, we decided to go conservative,
but with an eye on future power potential. Who's to say we won't want more power down the
line? This is exactly what we had in mind for our Easy Street The build began in the most
humble of places, the wrecking yard. While we all long for complete forged stroker assemblies,
the reality is that just about any stock short-block will suffice for all but maximum performance.
If you already have a small-block to start with, you are ahead of the game. The rest of us need
look no further than our local wrecking yard for a perfectly usable donor. Though ours was
capable of running as is, we chose to clean it up, hone the cylinders and add a new set of rings
from Total Seal. With a fresh short-block at the ready, it was time to choose the power parts.
Destined for street use, the components chosen for this build reflect the fact that Easy Street
was destined for street use, though with an eye for additional performance in the future. To
enhance the wow factor, the carb and intake were given the Endurashine treatment. Additional
bling came in the form of a set of Elite Series valve covers and open-element air cleaner. We
liked the fact that the carb, intake and heads not only worked well on our mild combination, but
all had additional performance potential just waiting to be unleashed. What really dictated the
power output of the combination was our mild Crane cam. To keep costs down, we chose a
hydraulic flat tappet grind that offered less than. A wilder cam would certainly improve power,
but would likely come at the cost of drivability. The Crane cam offered a nice balance of
performance and street manners. The motor was finished off with a set of Crane aluminum roller
rockers and MSD billet distributor, then dyno tested with long tube headers. To ensure the cam
and lifters survived the critical break-in period, we made sure to adequately prepare them for
the ordeal. Both the cam lobes and lifter bottoms were liberally coated with moly-based
assembly lube. To this we added high-zinc break-in oil and made sure to prime the oil system

with an electric drill prior to start up. The drill was used to ensure adequate oil supply to all of
the rockers before start up. The precautionary steps worked, allowing the to perform flawlessly
through all of the testing. After timing sweeps and minor adjustments to the carb, we were
rewarded with a broad power band and peaks of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft at 4, rpm. Critical for
street use, torque production from our Easy Street small-block hovered near lb-ft from 3, rpm all
the way to 5, rpm. With a static compression ratio of 9. What did we learn from this adventure?
We learned that a trip down Easy Street takes nothing more than having on a game plan and
choosing the right parts. The hydraulic roller retainers and center-bolt valve covers indicated a
late-model small-block, but we ditched both the stock cast-iron cylinder heads and hydraulic
roller cam profile. The streetable Crane PN offered a. Note the liberal use of moly-based
assembly lube to ensure proper break in. The final safety precaution was to use a high-Zinc
break-in oil and allow plenty of break-in time above 2, rpm before subjecting to any power pulls.
There was no denying it looked much better than the factory piece, its purpose was to facilitate
future cam swaps. We also took the liberty of cleaning the factory cast pistons, adding a set of
Fel Pro head gaskets and Milodon oil pan. The E-Street heads featured cc intake ports, a 2. Not
shown are the guide plates used in conjunction with the Crane hardened pushrods and
aluminum roller rockers. It's a great intake for just about any street car. The valve covers came
complete with grommets and baffles and provided more than enough clearance for our roller
rockers. With 35 degrees of total timing and minor jetting to the carb, the pumped out peak
numbers of hp and lb-ft of torque. The heads, intake and carb will certainly support more power,
but stepping up in cam timing will start taking its toll on idle quality, mileage and drivability.
What we have here is a strong-running, dependable small block that should cruise effortlessly
down Easy Street and look good doing it. For our immediate needs, we liked the fact that we
had a powerful and drivable street small block that offered nearly hp and over lb-ft of torque. We
also appreciated the broad torque curve offered by the For future use, the heads, intake and
carb will support even more power if we decide to install a wilder cam profile. Can we turn a pile
of parts into a whole car in one week? We continue to install the brakes, but the main event is
prepping our ATK small-block Chevy and Jegs 4L60 transmission for install. After stripping off
all of the old parts we start bolting on performance goodies from Baer, QA1, Currie, and
Unisteer. Super Chevy. How To. Project Cars. Richard Holdener Jan 24, Share. View Full Gallery.
Sources Crane Cams. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles.
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air intake systems, and other components. Availability: Hundreds of crate engines in stock!
Same Day Shipping! Customize Your Item. Select Lift Gate Service if you'd like your engine or
transmission to be delivered to a home or business without a loading dock or forklift. If you do
not choose lift gate service your engine or transmission will be delivered to the nearest FedEx
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